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City of Litchfield Park – 2022 General Plan
CITY MISSION STATEMENT
Together, through responsible governance and citizen involvement, we will enhance the City of
Litchfield Park while preserving the City’s unique beauty, heritage, and community values
fostered by our founder, Paul Litchfield.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
SECTION 1.1 - GOAL
The purpose of this General Plan is to identify community goals and designate the proposed general
distribution, location and extent of land uses and other measures to satisfy the goals of this visionary
document. The goals shall be to maintain, improve and protect the highly desirable physical and
social living environment of the City of Litchfield Park. While Litchfield Park means different
things to different people, there are underlying themes that form our community’s shared heritage
that must be understood and captured in narrative to provide a base from which the elements of the
General Plan emerge.
SECTION 1.2 CONTEXT
Litchfield Park was established in 1916 and incorporated in 1987. The City lies approximately
2.5 miles north of Interstate 10 and centered between the AZ Loop 101 and 303 freeways. The
city center is generally located at the intersection of Litchfield Road and Wigwam Boulevard, as
illustrated in the following map graphic. The City’s postal address area is larger than its actual
municipal boundary, so some properties that have Litchfield Park postal addresses may actually
be located outside of the City’s limits.
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SECTION - 1.3 - URBAN OASIS
Litchfield Park is a unique urban oasis providing a pleasant, engaging, and dynamic contrast to the
surrounding square miles of somewhat homogeneous suburban housing and commercial
developments that dominate the larger metro Phoenix area’s explosive growth. The City is graced
with the Wigwam Resort and Spa and its championship golf courses that are surrounded by
beautifully maintained homes from the middle of the prior century sitting amidst rich, mature
landscaping. Top notch schools, parks, recreation facilities, churches, annual festivals and many
other events enrich the lives of the area residents and provide an intimate community environment.
The City is actively engaged in developing its signature downtown area project, known as
Litchfield Square, which will bring a large central park for civic and special events along with a
mix of restaurant, retail, office and other uses to provide a dynamic urban environment for not
only City residents, but the entire region.
Just a mile away from Litchfield Square, Sun Health Communities is actively constructing the first
major phase of the Rancho La Loma “continuum of care” campus that will bring over one thousand
new housing units and mixed-use commercial, recreation, civil, agritainment, and health care
facilities to the City.
Adjacent to Sun Health’s development and sitting atop the nearby historic 20-acre La Loma hilltop,
the former Litchfield family retreat is being renovated and transformed by the Litchfield Park
Historical Society into the new home of the P.W. Litchfield Heritage Center which will include a
museum and event facilities. This incredible project is bringing life back to this West Valley gem
that holds so much meaning to the area’s historical roots.
SECTION 1.4 - EXCELLENT DESIGN AND QUALITY OF LIFE
Litchfield Park was the first of a dozen villages which were to comprise a new City with a
population of approximately 100,000 people. As one of the first planned communities in Arizona,
Litchfield Park was designated by the renowned architecture and planning firm of Victor Gruen
Associates and incorporated excellent design in landscaping, architecture, diversity of life-cycle
oriented housing and community/recreation planning. Litchfield Park’s core village planning roots
encourages human interaction through a well-integrated pathway system designed to facilitate
traveling through the community on foot, bike, and it’s well-known golf carts. Its many parks
provide for local sports and family activities. Litchfield Park is a place where neighbors get to
know one another, grow roots, and many even get to know their Mayor, Council Members, and
City Manager by their first names. This sense of connectedness, even in the midst of the sprawling
metro area around it, gives Litchfield Park a truly precious sense of community and security.
SECTION 1.5 - HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
The City’s initial name was Litchfield. However, the postal officials refused to acknowledge the
name and only accepted mail labeled Litchton, since they thought there would be confusion
between Litchfield and Littlefield, located in the northern part of Arizona. It wasn’t until 1926,
due to the persistence of Goodyear Tire and Rubber, that the final name of Litchfield Park was
agreed upon.
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Litchfield Park is located within the greater Phoenix metropolis and shares boundaries with the
City of Goodyear to the south, City of Avondale to the southeast, City of Phoenix to the east and
property to the north within the planning area of the City of Glendale, but still under the jurisdiction
of Maricopa County. Before municipal incorporation in 1987, Litchfield Park acquired a special
status as a planned community. In many respects, it was founded as an outpost of civility in a
region typified as America’s “wild west” through the first half of the twentieth century.
Much of Litchfield Park’s development was shaped before its incorporation. As late as 2010 and
noted in the General Plan at that time, the City presumed that it was nearly “built out” as the Village
at Litchfield Park master-planned community had been platted and new homes were being built.
However, since the time of the 2010 General Plan, multiple major General Plan amendments have
generated significant new development potential within the City than had been anticipated 12 years
ago that is now being realized. As the Villages community built out, along with other new
communities such as Sunset Terrace and Cachet at the Wigwam, the City added nearly 25% to its
overall population between 2010 and 2020. The new Rancho La Loma project is anticipated to
add yet another 20% population increase to the City, plus any potential additional residential units
associated with Litchfield Square and Wigwam Resort condominiums. All of these new projects,
each with multiple phases, will require substantial review and consideration by the City’s citizens,
staff, boards and commissions, and the City Council prior to construction.
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SECTION 1.6 - COMMUNITY PRIDE
Litchfield Park’s inherent beauty encourages a slower-paced lifestyle than found in most large
metropolitan areas. The community has a regional library, which is unique for its small size. The
library is operated by Maricopa County with assistance from volunteers from the Litchfield Park
Library Association. The City’s strong support for its active Design Review Board (DRB) and
Recreation and Public Grounds (RPG) Commission highlight the residents’ focus on exceptional
property maintenance to preserve their gorgeous and meticulously maintained neighborhoods,
parks, and streetscapes. A significant amount of the City’s unique and aging mid-Century housing
stock has been carefully reviewed by the City’s DRB with the owners continually investing in their
homes and community.
SECTION 1.7 - REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
Despite Litchfield Park’s small physical size, it is regionally competitive and a proactive leader in
West Valley initiatives. Besides being the historic center of the Southwest Valley, it is also an
energy center renowned for its talent-base and diverse human resources. Benchmarked against
other cities, Litchfield Park ranks high in per capita income and in educational attainment.
Litchfield Park’s protection of Luke Air Force Base from development encroachment,
additionally, is a point of pride that helps generate strong support for the Base from surrounding
communities. Luke Air Force Base has provided the following statement for land uses in the area
around the base facilities:
Dense development up to and surrounding the "high noise or accident potential zone,"
commonly referred to the 65 DNL line, as defined in A.R.S. § 28-8461, may limit future
operations of the U.S. Government at Luke Air Force Base. Although the "high noise or
accident potential zone" is the area with the greater risk of an aircraft incident, the area
within 10 miles of the base also carries a significant level of risk. As a consequence, lesser
densities of people surrounding the "high noise or accident potential zone" are more
consistent with Luke Air Force Base's current and future operations than high densities.”
SECTION 1.8 - PUBLIC SAFETY / SECURE LIFESTYLE
Litchfield Park recognizes the importance of public safety and has enjoyed a long history of a
secure lifestyle. The City is proud of its ongoing efforts to maintain and enhance public safety
services and to preserve its safe “small town” environment.
SECTION 1.9 - DEMOGRAPHIC DATA
The City has received the most recent data available from the US Census and other sources and
can determine from it that our population is generally more affluent and has attained higher
education levels than Maricopa County on average as well as the overall country. The population
identifies as “white” by a large margin and the vast majority of its residents have computers and
internet access in their homes. Although landlocked by other abutting cities in the West Valley,
Litchfield Park has experienced significant population growth over the last decade and that trend
is expected to continue for at least the next ten years.
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While Arizona schools tend to trail other states in regards to national testing metrics, schools within
Litchfield Park tend to do very well compared to others within the state. According to the Arizona
Department of Education, all three schools received grades of “Excellence” in 2010. The 20192020 and current academic years have not been assessed grades due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Here is the City’s most recently available demographic data as it compares to Maricopa County
(metro region) and the rest of the country:
2020 DEMOGRAPHIC DATA*
Population

Litchfield Park
6847
5476
25%

Maricopa County
4,420,568
3,817,117
15.8%

United States
331,449,281
308,745,538
7.4%

White

78.4%

54.5%

60.1%

Hispanic

13.8%

31.3%

18.5%

American Indian

3.2%

2.8%

1.3%

Asian

3.0%

4.6%

5.9%

African American

1.1%

6.8%

13.4%

Other

0.5%

0.1%

0.8%

80.4%

62.2%

64%

High School Graduate

97.1%

87.7%

88.0%

College Graduate

50.1%

32.7%

32.1%

Median Household Inc.

$83,156

$64,468

$62,843

Per Capita Inc.

$42,435

$33,279

$34,103

Household % with a Computer

93.5%

93.3%

90.3%

Household % with Internet Service

91.1%

86.3%

82.7%

2020
2010
% Growth 2010-2020
Race

Home Ownership
Education

Income

*Data Sourced from US 2020 Census
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CHAPTER 2: AMENDMENTS AND PROCESS
SECTION 2.1 - GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENTS
Section 2.101 - General Plan Amendments

As set forth in State Statutes, General Plan Amendments include:
1. Revisions of land use intensity,
2. Plans for limited access roadways, and
3. Deletion of a requirement to reserve or dedicate land for public purpose.
1. The Land Use Development Plan depicts generalized land use types. Land uses within
planned developments may be mixed, such that residential areas may include multiple
different residential classifications. Furthermore, areas within the planned
developments designated for retail/employment or public/institutional uses may also
include residential uses at the discretion of the City Council. All planned developments
must be consistent with General Plan goals.
The following criteria shall be used to determine if a proposed amendment shall be
classified as a Major General Plan Amendment, requiring a vote of at least two-thirds
of the members of City Council:


Change of Use -- redesignation of land, one (1) from a residential land use
designation to a commercial or industrial designation; or (2) from a commercial or
industrial land use designation to a residential land use designation.



Change in Intensity -- redesignation of land from one residential use designation to
another residential land use designation resulting in any increase of density of
twenty (20%) percent or greater; or a change from resort land use designation; or
to add residential to a resort designation.



Change in Open Space or Golf Course designation -- redesignation of land from
Open Space or Golf Course land use to any other land use designation.

2. Any property contained within a previously approved master plan of development may
be designated by City Council, in its discretion, as a Special Study Area.
Recommended adjustments to land use or development intensity in the Special Study
Area shall be processed through the full Planning Commission and City Council
hearings for any necessary rezoning, subdivision or site plan approval as required by
the City's Codes or General Plan. Classification may be justified for individual sites.
“Contribution” defines the benefits to the community and should be the principal test.
Reviews of planning proposals should satisfy the following community needs:
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Service or convenience uses are encouraged in or near residential areas -- where
they support neighborhood livability.
Employment is welcomed if the proposed business benefits the local economy -and does not create negative environmental impact.
Identify any conflicts with the plan’s guiding principles and objectives.
In order to strive to be a good neighbor, the proposed use and its method of
operation will be compatible with existing or planned development in the vicinity.

3. Rezoning Ordinances
Effective Plan implementation is obtained through, and State law requires, zoning
amendments to be in conformity with the General Plan. The Plan is a broad land use
indicator. It is important to note that not every property within a designated land use
area will conform with that designation. Pre-existing uses or zoning classifications
encourage a mix of activities that support the main use category. Small acreage
deviations from the designated classification may be justified for individual sites.
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CHAPTER 3 - ELEMENTS
SECTION 3.1 – COMMUNITY CHARACTER ELEMENT
Section 3.101 – Guiding Principle
Litchfield Park is characterized by its unique village design to provide a quality-built environment
with all necessary services needed to serve its population. Its distinctive character is exemplified
by its clean, safe, desirable, well-kept, and attractive setting. Citizens’ lifestyles and the
community’s livability as a whole have been enhanced over the years by the availability of
recreational uses, an extensive pathway system, meticulous maintenance, and careful renovation
for older homes and businesses. All of these traits and amenities characterize the uniqueness of
Litchfield Park. Protection of that identity is a fundamental guiding principle of this General Plan.
Section 3.102 – Discussion
Over the years, citizen priorities, needs and desires have created a special cityscape. Litchfield
Park enjoys a character that is different from its neighboring communities and owes distinctiveness
in appearance and function to a well-defined vision. The City’s character is defined largely by the
unique village concept upon which the Community’s design was based. The City’s vision
encompasses urban growth, while preserving attributes of an independent, free- standing
community.
The City’s character is defined through planning by including a variety of residential densities,
commercial and resort services, and recreational amenities for outdoor enjoyment while upholding
the citizens’ values and desires for privacy and limiting congestion within the community.
Section 3.103 – Objectives


Continue development of Litchfield Square in an effort to provide a dynamic environment
for special and civic events, commercial and office uses and other uses the City Council
determines are appropriate, while maintaining the character of the City.



Continuing support of the Litchfield Park Historical Society by protecting and
documenting the City’s unique and distinctive history.



Maintain the small town, “park-like” community character through Council policies
focusing on the unique character attributes of this community.



Actively participate in and research viable methods to fund public art programs that
enhance the livability and aesthetics of this community.



Support community activities (concerts, festivals, and recreation and wellness programs
for all ages) and not-for-profit organizations that contribute to the City’s quality of life and
sense of community.



Encourage the design and construction of formal gateway entries into the City of Litchfield
Park at the northwest and northeast corners of Wigwam Blvd. and Litchfield Rd.
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SECTION 3.2 – LAND USE ELEMENT
Section 3.201 – Guiding Principle
As the City approaches build-out, land use decisions should embrace and enhance the original
vision of the community. These decisions should focus on the preservation and revitalization of
older neighborhoods, ensuring that new development complements the existing developed areas.
Section 3.202 - Discussion
The purpose of the Land Use Element is to evaluate past development trends within the city, look
at the current land uses and their locations, and project where the City would like to be in the
future. Evaluation of Growing Smarter legislation, economic development, public facilities, and
services are also important factors to consider when projecting future development within the City.
Decisions pertaining to future development should center around existing land use patterns and
provide for a compatible, balanced mix of community activities. Specific attention should be given
to preserving property values, creating revenue sources, and adding higher-paying jobs to support
the City’s fiscal well-being.
Section 3.203 – Objectives


As appropriate, pursue the concept of mixed-use development in the remaining
undeveloped parcels within the City.



Formulate, administer and enforce design, development and architectural standards that
assure a consistent and attractive character for new and revitalization of older development.



Permit development of the land designated for Mixed Use (Commercial/Multi-Family) in
a manner which takes into account the golf and resort nature of the community. The vision
for this designation is an integrated residential and retail development. Small retail shops
anchored by compatible uses, rather than single large anchor users, are preferred. Other
elements of development that will further the vision for this designation include, but are
not limited to, compatibility with the Village Center, residential uses adjacent to Village
Parkway, vertical mixed uses, and uses reflective of the golf and resort existing uses. At
least 75,000 square feet of commercial floor area must be included in the development.
Commercial uses can be developed and constructed at the same time as the commercial
uses or a later time. Notwithstanding, this restriction on development of residential uses, a
residential use adjacent to Village Parkway which is substantially similar to the residential
use to the north of Village Parkway may be developed and constructed at any time. The
overall development plan will integrate both the commercial and residential components
into an overall mixed use.



Continue development of Litchfield Square to provide an area for pedestrian-oriented
commercial and civic core activities that include ground level retail shops and restaurants,
government and professional offices, public parks and plazas.
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SECTION 3.3 – CIRCULATION ELEMENT
Section 3.301 - Guiding Principle
The City’s small size provides a unique opportunity to free residents from dependence on another
automobile in the household and to walk, bike or use an electric cart for the short trips that
constitute approximately half of the trips from the typical household. For local travel, the pathway
system design should be given priority in providing a convenient and safe access between home,
neighborhood shopping, and public facilities.
Section 3.302 - Discussion
Geographically, Litchfield Park is small. Some 3.3 square miles in area, its center is within easy
access from most of its residential areas. Even the farthest homes are less than one mile from the
city center.
Litchfield Park is concerned with improved transportation efficiency for its residents and visitors.
Visitors’ ease of access to the community from the metropolitan area is dependent upon the
regional systems for freeways and highways. The City's internal circulation planning contributes
to the local character and helps draw visitors to the City.
The City of Litchfield Park's circulation pattern is derived from concepts fostered in the early
Litchfield Plan. Through traffic does not penetrate neighborhoods but is routed along community
edges to protect residential area integrity. The City has not accepted the monotonous grid pattern
of streets which is characteristic of most other municipalities in the metropolitan area. The
community has provided an accessible, safe, convenient alternative to automobile transportation
with its system of bicycle/pedestrian pathways.
Local collector streets, those that provide for auto access to residential and other properties in the
City, are largely set. The arterial roads have already been relocated to divert heavy traffic around
the village center and to preserve its residential tranquility. The City has taken steps to curb heavy
truck traffic along its main arterial roadways in an effort to protect neighborhoods and residents
with the inherent disruption that these vehicles may present to the community.
Strategic placement of new roadway improvements and pathway extensions are required to keep
the City free from domination by automobile traffic. Circulation patterns direct vehicular flow
around the community and facilitate shorter trips on foot, by bicycle or in carts.
Planned future development shall promote convenient access by these alternate modes of
transportation. Street layouts should also discourage use of neighborhood streets by other than
local residents.
Section 3.303 - Objectives


Continue to require internal pathway system connectivity throughout the City and require
new development to interface with this system.



Provide additional landscaping along pathway system to provide shade and rest-stops.
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Interact and work cooperatively with neighboring communities, Maricopa Association of
Governments, and other public agencies in promoting carpool, park-and-ride, public transit
and other multi-modal transportation opportunities.



Provide for safe, protected crossings of public streets for use by pedestrians. Promote grade
separated crossings of major streets (Underpass or Overpass).



Research the areas within the City most in need of new sidewalks, or the repair of existing
sidewalks, in order to provide an accessible, safe and convenient transportation alternative,
and incorporate these sidewalk upgrades into a Capital Improvement Program.
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SECTION 3.4 - PARKS, RECREATION, AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
Section 3.401 – Guiding Principle
The City of Litchfield Park prides itself as an example of livability and high quality of life amongst
cities and towns in Arizona. A primary element of that livability is the open and green space
throughout the City in the form of golf courses, parks, green belts, pathways, entry monumentation
and the landscaping of private properties. It is the City’s intent to provide exemplary efforts to
continue providing its residents with this sense of pride and quality of life.
Section 3.402 - Discussion
State planning statutes place added emphasis on open space, particularly to encourage preservation
of natural areas. Litchfield Park continues to work with developers of the City’s remaining
undeveloped land in the spirit of open space conservation which fully respects the use and
combination of park facilities, community recreation and expansion of the City’s extensive
pathway system.
An outdoor, resort atmosphere was a founding principle for Litchfield Park. The Wigwam’s ample
grounds including fairways abutting residential neighborhoods reduce the overall development
density. Parks, pathways and private yards add to the City’s open appearance.
Proactive planning can prevent loss of community spaciousness and overcrowding of outdoor
venues or recreational facilities. Creation of the centralized park in Litchfield Square are an
example of the City’s dedication to shared recreational resources in the heart of the community.
Open space excellence depends on obtaining and strategically allocating funds for maintenance
and improvements. Partnerships among the City’s local schools, private businesses and user
groups are recommended to acquire and maintain recreational and open space assets.
Section 3.403 - Objectives


Preserve and protect the integrity of large-scale open space such as the Wigwam’s golf
courses.



Continue to integrate multi-purpose citywide pathways into new development proposals.
This would include providing safe crossing of public streets and ensuring ADA compliant
connections throughout the pathway system.



The City will continue to create, update, and enhance safe and clean recreational venues
and opportunities, as showcased by Litchfield Square, through the City’s Capital
Improvement Program, volunteer organizations, private contributions and other means.



Pursue opportunities presented by the development of the Sun Health Rancho La Loma
Campus and the development of the P.W. Litchfield Heritage Center as a means to drive
compatible development opportunities for meaningful adjacent open space programming.
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SECTION 3.5 - GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT
Section 3.501 – Guiding Principle
The likely City limits of Litchfield Park have been predetermined for many years by the City’s
Planning Area and annexation strip. The City may consider annexations that are beneficial to the
well-being of the community.
Section 3.502 - Discussion
The City anticipates strategic growth across several master planned projects, including
intensification of the city center anchored by the Litchfield Square project. Proposed land uses
require careful evaluation to ensure that they not only contribute to Litchfield Park’s character but
will also help to sustain the local economy.
Future neighborhoods are unlikely to become fully self-sustaining villages. Commercial
development and redevelopment may occur at arterial road intersections for accommodating
employment or shopping needs, but path connections and mixed land uses should still be planned
into these sites. Moreover, each new residential enclave should, in some fashion, have its own
activity centers in the form of parks, schools, recreational facilities and/or retail clusters.
By adhering to these land use guidelines, the City will continue to project a relaxed, casual, and
open community image. The community’s prevailing residential density average — about four
dwellings per acre – demonstrates an economical allocation of lot sizes.
Litchfield Park’s approach for managed growth is flexible enough to allow masterplan creativity
while at the same time insisting that developing areas conform with the City’s general planning
principles and traditional character. Recommendations are meant to ensure implementation of
these policies.
Section 3.503 - Objectives


Analyze the fiscal and physical benefits of all land use change requests for their
contributions and impacts to the City.



Continue improving policies that elevate the quality of new and existing developments. Set
the example by emphasizing care and maintenance of public assets, such as roads, rightof-ways, parks, open space, and public buildings.



As with Litchfield Square, continue considering public investments that result in
significant private development opportunities that will provide short and long-term positive
community impacts – both fiscally and in support of the Litchfield Park lifestyle.
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SECTION 3.6 - ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES ELEMENT
Section 3.601 – Guiding Principle
The City is conscious of its environment and will take the necessary actions to improve and
maintain its highly desirable physical living environment. Water, air, land, and noise are the key
elements for maintaining the City’s highly desirable physical living environment.
Section 3.602 - Discussion
Litchfield Park represents a conscious blending of natural and man-made components. Its
spaciousness is planned. Vegetation and turf have been installed, as has its principal water feature,
Lake Park. Horticultural displays and wildlife habitats, such as Rancho La Loma and Kiwanis Park
were created specifically to assure that nature remains an integral part of the community.
Environmental impacts do not respect municipal boundaries. Nevertheless, local policy should
support efforts to improve and achieve a wholesome, healthful environment. Programs to protect
the City's water supply and to safeguard the security of Luke Air Force Base represent issues that
should be promoted on the City's agenda.
Clean water, air and land are high priorities for maintaining the community’s healthful, outdoor
lifestyle. Citizens appreciate serenity and expect protection from negative impacts on well-being
caused by non-compatible land uses, nuisances, hazardous activity, overly bright unshielded
lighting, and vehicular noise and congestion.
The sweeping trend towards the electrification of vehicles and solar panel energy collector panels
should be addressed through proactive policy that both encourages their development and use
while maintaining the City’s high standard of design criteria in architectural compatibility. New
multi-family, public facility, and commercial establishments should provide electrical
infrastructure capacity to provide charging facilities for electric power cars and plug-in hybrids. It
is anticipated that nearly 50% of all car sales by 2030 will be electric.
Compact and essentially landlocked by other jurisdictions’ development, Litchfield Park's General
Plan should continue to follow a selective, yet strategic approach to conserving and enhancing its
environment.
Section 3.603 - Objectives


Develop land use regulations and policies that support and carefully regulate the
proliferation of electrical vehicle charging infrastructure to ensure our residents have
charging options as the trend to electrification accelerates locally and nationwide.



Sponsor and/or participate in regional and multi-jurisdictional partnerships and activities
to improve the quality of our air through efforts to reduce noise, dust, vehicle emissions
and the glare of artificial lighting.



Continue local efforts to maximize opportunities for recycling, hazardous materials
disposal, community cleanup events, enhanced property maintenance and dust control.
Consider and initiate partnerships with neighboring communities as opportunities are
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presented.


Monitor external environmental impacts on the community, such as water table
contamination and air quality.



Reduce the City’s energy usage by encouraging the use of energy-efficient technologies
(i.e. lighting, air-conditioning, insulation) and by encouraging electric carts, bicycles, and
walking as alternatives to automobile use for short trips



The City shall continue to support County restrictions on particulate matter (PM-10).



The City will research and govern the possible use of solar and wind-driven power sources,
recognizing their impact on aesthetics, tranquility, and property values.



Research and adopt a citywide shielding of outdoor light fixtures ordinance and adopt
regulations for commercial lighting.



The City government will endeavor to employ energy efficient technologies.



Promote the planting of desert shade trees along pathways and in parking lots to help reduce
heat islands.
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SECTION 3.7 - WATER RESOURCES ELEMENT
Section 3.701 – Guiding Principle
Litchfield Park acknowledges the importance of using its water resources wisely in the desert
environment. It also recognizes that all available water resources must be properly managed and
utilized in order to sustain the quality of life residents have come to enjoy. The City Council will
provide guidance and leadership in the control and management of water resources within the City.
Section 3.702 - Discussion
Municipal growth potential in Arizona is frequently limited by the availability and cost of water.
The Water Resource Element became an additional General Plan requirement in 2000 when the
State Legislature, acting on the Growing Smarter Commission’s recommendation, adopted
“Growing Smarter Plus”.
The City of Litchfield Park does not own the water system that serves homes and businesses in the
community. Liberty Water is the area’s certified provider of water and wastewater services.
Municipal water management policy should seek a balance between sustaining the City’s wellkept appearance and cost-effective water and landscaping practices.
Section 3.703 - Objectives


Develop water saving programs and/or landscaping practices for public property that are
intended to minimize water usage but will not diminish the ambiance of Litchfield Park.



Investigate and research opportunities to provide infrastructure for alternative water
delivery systems, such as effluent and grey water for agriculture and other no-potable uses.



Promote landscape material palettes that support water conservation measures but continue
to contribute to the ‘green’ image of Litchfield Park.



Continue to support monitoring and management of the City’s ground water quality.
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Section 3.8 - COST OF DEVELOPMENT ELEMENT
Section 3.801 – Guiding Principle
In order to attract quality development, the City of Litchfield Park must identify objectives that
will help developers focus on Litchfield Park’s benefits, amenities, and incentives. Although the
City does not own a number of essential services, including electricity, natural gas, water,
wastewater, and emergency services, the absence of impact fees is an attractive incentive for a
developer. Significant public investment in the City’s Litchfield Square is intended to serve as a
magnet for private investment in fulfilling the City’s longstanding dream of a vibrant downtown
while ensuring the costs of doing so are primarily done through private funding and cost recovery.
Section 3.802 - Discussion
Residents and businesses want assurances that local infrastructure and government services
provide value to their investments, including property, infrastructure, services, etc. Value is
recognized as one of the advantages in master planning new growth areas. Expenses associated
with new infrastructure should not be borne by existing taxpayers; therefore, developers should
provide site layouts and construction methods that meet and compliment City standards. However,
the lower cost incurred by private water and sewer and the lack of development impact fees should
serve as an incentive to private development.
Section 3.803 – Objectives


Identify and evaluate all means of financing to recover costs for facilities and services
generated by new development. New residential and commercial streets outside of the City
Center should be developed as private streets to minimize long-term maintenance costs to
the City.



Work with essential service providers to help minimize fiscal impacts new development
will have on the City and future development.



New development shall be required to construct all necessary infrastructure and services
to offset the burden imposed by the new developments, to the extent permitted by law.



Investigate improved methods of promoting cost-effective police, fire and emergency
services by utilizing joint ventures and “automatic aid” agreements with adjacent
municipalities.



Developers are expected to reimburse the City for contracted service expenses (e.g. legal
fees, engineering fees, plan review fees) incurred during preliminary planning, design, and
construction phases of any development.
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CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION AND ACTION STRATEGIES
SECTION 4.1 – ACTION SUMMARY
The General Plan’s Action Summary section establishes ways and means to achieve
City/community goals. It should be viewed as the City’s guiding statement of policy.
Statutes direct the municipality to establish criteria for considering amendments to the General
Plan on an annual basis. Unless and until revisions are officially confirmed, City government is
committed to follow the General Plan principles.
Decisions for development, public works and local improvements, are generally meant to be
consistent with Plan principles. General Plan designations are not a zoning map; however, the land
use codes – zoning, subdivision and related standards – are revised to serve as the City’s main tool
for implementing the General Plan.
To accomplish objectives, it is essential to have a plan. For Litchfield Park, Plan implementation
consists of establishing a step-by-step program, and regularly monitoring progress toward the
community’s future living quality aspirations.
SECTION 4.2 - ONGOING PLANNING PROCESS
Citizens and community leadership, alike, must recognize that good plans are never finished.
Adoption of a document is just the first step in an ongoing process of refinement. Local
government, landowners and builders are called upon to supply greater detail for specific projects
so those improvements may be evaluated for their contributions to the Plan. Because the City’s
approach to the future is flexible, it is open to creative solutions or innovative designs in
development proposals. Litchfield Park is small and compact; therefore, the potential effects of a
construction proposal need to be carefully evaluated to minimize impact on adjoining properties,
make best use of local service resources and fit the desired community character.
General Plans are instrumental in directing local government policy. Consistency between the Plan
and the tools that make it work, such as development ordinances, is required. The City should
continue its strategic process of coordinating Plan implementation through land use and other
policy decisions. Step-by-step actions identify logical progressions for accomplishing objectives.
Midcourse adjustments and amendments should be expected as social, political, and market
conditions may change rapidly and the City will need to adapt accordingly.
SECTION 4.3 – ACTION SCHEDULE
The backbone of General Plan implementation is a step-by-step action program. With specific
planning objectives in mind, this section suggests some incremental activities to mark progress
from where the City is today toward where citizens want to be ten or more years from now.
The Action schedule is not intended to dictate decisions that must be carefully evaluated by elected
representatives, but it does establish guidance that may be considered as City resources permit.
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Short-Term Actions (0-3 years)
Implementation is already beginning with public works projects in preparation for future growth.
Efforts that can be initiated – or completed – within a year or two of Plan adoption are specified.
The City may wish to include other projects, as they are proposed, to expedite General Plan
Implementation. Capital Improvement Program (CIP) updating is a logical corollary to Action
Program adjustments.
Mid-Term Actions (4-6 years)
Once early actions are in place, the City is positioned to continue key programs (such as park and
open space acquisition and combining pathway connections).
Long-Term Planning (7+ years)
Value-added public facilities planned years earlier allow for cost-effective municipal expansion.
High standards for quality engineering will help to assure that roads, drainage, parks, wet utilities,
public safety and other local government functions can serve an expanded community with
economy.
SECTION 4.4 - OBJECTIVES


Adoption of reasonable property maintenance standards designed for prevention of
neighborhood decline, proactive renovation and redevelopment, and enforcement of those
standards



Emphasize City/resident partnership and programs that assist residents in maintaining their
properties.



Create a small, focused economic development task force that, with City Council direction,
could advise and assist the City Manager in economic development issues. This task force
should be comprised of resident professionals with backgrounds in land development and
financing alternatives, but who have no direct financial interests in the City.



Continue utilizing City resources such as the website and Channel 11 as resources for
distributing information regarding City sponsored programs.
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SECTION 4.5 – ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX
IMPLEMENTATION AND ACTION STRATEGY MATRIX
ELEMENT FOCUS

IMPLEMENTATION
STRATEGIES

TIMING

COMMUNITY CHARACTER
OBJECTIVES

1

2

3

4

Short Mid- Long
Term Term Term

OnGoing

Develop City policy that
supports facilities and activities
that preserve and enhance the
Litchfield Park quality of life.

Preserve the City’s history by
identifying, protecting and
documenting the rich past with
programs to share with future
generations the City’s unique
and distinctive history.

Maintain the small town, “parklike” community character
through Council policies
focusing on the unique character
attributes of this community.

Actively participate in public art
programs that will enhance the
livability and aesthetics of
community.
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X

Update existing codes and adopt new
codes and policies that include
standards and requirements for
developments to help maintain a high
quality of life and maintain public
facilities, such as parks and community
centers. Consider development of a
"Property Conditions" survey that
establishes an annual conditions
assessment of the community.

X

Consider policies to incentivize the
maintenance of historic structures and
evaluate creation of a historic
designation for qualified structures.
Cooperate with the Litchfield Park
Historical Society to protect and
document the rich past of the City.

X

Adopt policies that protect open space
areas, increase landscaping
requirements, preserve small town
architecture, and enhance the what
originally was known as the Village
Center that is now referred to as
Litchfield Square.

X

Encourage the development and
maintenance of public art for all future
(both public and private)
developments.
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5

6

7

Support community activities
(concerts, festivals, and
recreation and wellness
programs for all ages) and notfor-profit organization that
contribute to the City’s quality
of life and sense of community.

Actively pursue efforts that
recognize and enhance the
history and heritage of the City
of Litchfield Park and research
the potential for preservation of
historical facilities within the
City.

Encourage the design,
X
implementation and construction
of formal gateway entries into
the Litchfield Park at the
northwest and northeast corners
of Wigwam Boulevard and
Litchfield Roads
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X

X

Evaluate opportunities to provide
support for community activities,
especially within the new Litchfield
Square centralized park area and other
locations as appropriate.

Examine options and opportunities to
preserve and enhance the history and
heritage of Litchfield Park, including
the continued support of the newly
created P.W. Litchfield Heritage
Center.

Adopt design criteria and requirements
necessary to ensure that formal
gateway entries will be construction.
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LAND USE
OBJECTIVES
1

Short
Term

As appropriate, pursue the
concept of mixed-use
development in the remaining
undeveloped parcels within the
City. This could include a
residential component in the
form of live-work opportunities
as part of development plans.

Mid- Long
Term Term

X

OnIMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Going
Support ongoing efforts in Litchfield
Square and the area surrounding it for
mixed-used development
opportunities.

2

Administer and enforce design,
development and architectural
standards that ensure a
desirable character for new and X
existing development.

Continually review for enhancements
to the City’s adopted design review
guidelines and standards for nonresidential developments to include
architectural styles, materials, colors,
design features and useable open
space.

3

Develop viable methods to
revitalize older areas of the
City while preserving its
X
unique richness of mid-Century
modern architecture.

Research viable methods of
preserving older areas of town and
create incentives for rehabilitation and
maintenance of structures and
properties.
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PARKS, RECREATION, AND
OPEN SPACE
OBJECTIVES
1

2

Ensure that new development
proposals further expand on the
City’s pathway system

Review parks and open space
programming to ensure
compliance and retrofitting as
needed for ADA compliance
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Short
Term

Mid- Long
Term Term

OnIMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Going
X

X

Review rezoning and site plan
proposals for new pathway
connectivity to the existing pathway
network.

Review site plan and construction
documents for open space amenity,
pathway, and general parks compliance
with ADA standard details.
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